As fast as business initiatives evolve, the threat environment evolves even faster. Optiv’s Security Strategy Assessment (SSA) helps you gauge your security program’s effectiveness against big-picture initiatives to **achieve resiliency through total business alignment**. Our team of executive security consultants assess current policies, identify threats, expose gaps and help you prioritize security objectives.

We help you gain a clearer understanding of how your current program maps to the realities of your business along with the tools to clearly—and persuasively—articulate your vision. Most importantly, your assessment results in an **actionable roadmap** you can use to run a threat-aware and business-aligned risk program.

### Optiv Solutions

1. **Identifying critical/key business systems** and processes that must be protected
2. **Identifying the key threats to your business** (threat profile and threat model)
3. **Measuring the capabilities of your security team** and alignment against the threat model
4. **Developing a roadmap** and key recommendations

### Security Strategy Assessment Overview

- **Align Security Initiatives with Business Goals**
  - Interview key business stakeholders to gain insights into the products and services that generate revenue.

- **Document Your Business-Relevant Threats**
  - Determine specific threats to your organization. Identify requirements to improve your defense and response posture.

- **Map Controls in Place to Protect Your Business**
  - Examine current security program structure and maturity. As a result, create an actionable and prioritized program roadmap.

- **Build a Business-Aligned Security Program**
  - Review key findings and results during a facilitated discussion. Receive a boardroom-ready presentation to share with key stakeholders.
Optiv is a security solutions integrator – a “one-stop” trusted partner with a singular focus on cybersecurity. Our end-to-end cybersecurity capabilities span risk management and transformation, cyber digital transformation, threat management, security operations, identity and data management, and integration and innovation, helping organizations realize stronger, simpler and more cost-efficient cybersecurity programs that support business requirements and outcomes. At Optiv, we are modernizing cybersecurity to enable clients to innovate their consumption models, integrate infrastructure and technology to maximize value, achieve measurable outcomes, and realize complete solutions and business alignment. For more information about Optiv, please visit us at www.optiv.com.
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